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1 Introduction

The purpose of this laboratory is to verify your design of thelow noise amplifier in the
hand in exercise 1 and also to learn to simulate noise and linearity simulations with
SpectreRF. It is important that you have done the hand–in exercise 1before attending
the laboratory.

Getting started!
For RFIC year 2006:
> mkdir rfic2006
> cd rfic2006
> inittde rfic2006
- type ’yes’, and press Enter to continue

2 Create Library and Schematic

Do the following steps in Cadence:

• Create a new library. Techfile⇒ ’TECH_C35B4’.

• Create a schematic cellview for your LNA.

• Build a circuit in the schematic view according to figure 1 then put in each com-
ponent value that you have calculated. Observe that the differential source is
modeled with two separate sources in opposite phase with a resistor of 100Ω.
Use transistor nmos4 from PRIMLIB library. Use ideal inductor model from
analogLib. The Q value can be set by putting a resistor in series with the induc-
tor.

• It is important that you have defined your output for differential signals. That
is the reference node for output should not be ground, see figure 5. Feed the
low noise amplifier with a signal source, a PORT with ’sine’ waveform. The
impedance of the port should be 100Ω. The port should be connected to voltage-
controlled voltage sources (VCVS) which connects to the inputs of the LNA as
shown in figure 1. The voltage gain of the VCVS:s should be 0.5.
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(a) Schematic in Cadence

(b) Illustration for Schematic

Figure 1: Example for schematic for LNA. Notice that all variables are not integers.
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3 Basic Setting for Analog Environment

• Under Simulation>Options>Analog, set values in TOLERANCE OPTIONS
field to the following, see figure 2.

Fill in tolerance options here.
The default values are slightly too
loose for accurate analysis.
For these simulations we therefore
use more tight tolerances.

Put:
reltol to 1e-5
vabstol to 3e-8
iabstol to 1e-13
Leave the rest of the form
unchanged.

Figure 2: Simulation>Options>Analog, TOLERANCE OPTIONS determine resolu-
tion and accuracy for the simulation. Smaller tolerance value means the simulation
needs more memory and takes more time to simulate.

• In Analog Environment underSetup>Simulator/Directory/Host change Project
Directory to: ’/tmp’.

Change to ’all’ and ’yes’
to save ALL currents.
The simulation will require more

For the small DC - simulation, this
is not a problem. Later in

memory and simulation time.

this laboratory, when you
simulate a two-tone test,
you must change these parameters
back to default values.

Figure 3: Save options, here one can choose to save all the currents in the circuit.
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4 DC analysis

• Save all the currents, voltages and operating points. Go toOutputs>Save all,
and mark the desired signal types, according to figure 3.

• Perform a DC–analysis. Compare your calculated values and the simulated val-
ues. Explain the differences between your simulated and calculated results. If
necessary change your component values so that the operating point is correct.

• If one wants to save memory and minimize the simulation time,one can save just
some particular signals of interest. That can be done byOutputs>To be saved.
Wires on schematic are voltages, nodes and terminals are currents.

5 Simulate AC analysis

• Why is theVoltage gain in VCVS 1/2 at the input of the balun and 1 for the
outputs of the balun? (Voltage/Current/Power)

• Run an AC–analysis to simulate the small signal properties at the resonance fre-
quency, which means the input impedance, voltage gain and small signal param-
eters of the transistors. To do so all the AC–currents must besaved. Compare
your calculated and simulated values.

• Run an AC–analysis where you choose a suitable frequency sweep.

• How will you measure the output differential signal? Can onemeasure in many
ways, see figure 1?

• How will you measure the input impedance?

Answer: ____________________________________________________

6 Simulate Noise Factor

6.1 Noise Simulation ’single-ended’

• Simulate noise factor at the resonance frequency. Run an AC–analysis followed
by a noise–analysis, see figure 4. The voltage-controlled voltage sources should
haveVoltage gain 1/sqrt(2) (-3dB) to emulate the real balun. Do not forget to
specify the input bias–voltage by connecting a vdc–source in series with VCVSs,
see /figureschport.

• Why did you setVoltage gain 1/sqrt(2) for all the VCVS in this simulation and
took away the resistorsRsource (rsin)?

• Noise SummaryResults>Print>Noise Summary, Frequency Spot is set to 1.8GHz,
filter include all types, by number 20 points, see figure 7. In noise summary you
can see how much noise contributed from resistors. With thisinformation, the
noise factor can be calculated as

NoiseFactor =
1

percentage of noise fromresistorsource
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Fill in appropriate
frequency interval.

Here you can set
1.8GHz to
be sure.

Output Port.

Input Port.

Figure 4: Single-ended Noise Simulation in Analog Environment.

Notice that the transistor model only takes the thermal channel noise withγ =
2

3

into consideration.

• What will be the noise factor in decibel?

• What is the difference between Noise Factor and Noise Figure?

Answer: ____________________________________________________

6.2 Noise simulation with gate induced noise

• Since the transistor model does not take the gate induced noise into account, to be
able to estimate the effect from the noise, connect an extra current noise source
between gate and source of the transistors. The noise sourcecan be built from a
voltage-controlled current source (VCCS) to which a noise-generating resistor is
connected. The noise–current depends on the resistor size and the amplification
ratio of the VCCS as shown below.
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Noise Simulation Noise Factor Noise in dB Main Contributor

Single-Ended

Gate induced noise

Gate induced noise
and inductor noise

Table 1: Noise Summary Table

Figure 5: Example for LNA schematic. Notice that all variables are not integers.

R G[A/V]

v2

nR = 4kTR∆f i2n = v2

nR · G2

i2n = v2

nR · G2
= 4kTR∆f · G2

= i2ng = 4kT
δω2C2

gs

5gm
∆f

⇒ R · G2
=

δω2C2

gs

5gm

Figure 8: A simplified circuit for channel–noise simulation. The resistor has white volt-
age noise which is transformed to current noise through the voltage-controlled current
source.

• Why does this noise source not correspond exactly to the behavior of the noise
model as described in the text book?
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Fill in PAC or AC .
parameters here

the same way as above.
For more than one tone, fill in

or name, for example prf,plo, etc.
Amplitude can be number
for example frf or flo.
number or variable for pss analysis
Frequency name can be

Frequency name, for example F1.
Sine,dc, pulse width, etc
Choose appropriate source.

Put impedance here.

Figure 6: Fill the PORT parameters according to the figure.

• Simulate the noise factor at resonance. Which noise source isdominating, the
gate noise or the channel noise? Is it possible to easily change the relation be-
tween the contribution of these two sources?

Answer: ____________________________________________________

6.3 Noise Simulation with gate induced noise and noise from the
inductors

• We have so far disregarded the influence of the inductors on the noise figure.
The real on-chip inductors have quite limited Q factor whichgets smaller for in-
creasing inductance. The Q factor can be modeled as a resistor (which generates
noise) in series with the inductor.

• What is the noise factor at resonance with inductorsLS andLG having Q of 5?
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of contributions, eg. 20. Sort them
Choose a appropriate number

checked.
that all boxes here are
Choose ’All Types’, notice

by noise contribution.

LNA resonance frequency.
a particular frequency. Put in your
to see the noise contribution from
Here you can choose spot noise
v2/Hz or v/

√
Hz.

The unit is shown here

Figure 7: Noise Summary Form

• Which inductor has the most noise contribution? (See the noise summary)

Answer: ____________________________________________________

7 PSS Simulation with SpectreRF

7.1 Simulate IIP3

• Simulate IIP3 at resonance using a two tone test with PSS–analysis (SpectreRF).
The frequencies of the two tones should be around the resonance frequency with
10 MHz separation (frequency1=1.800GHz and frequency2=1.810GHz). Sweep
the input power from -60dBm to 0 dBm with the step size of 5dB.

• Fill in PSS form according to the following, see figure 9 and 10:

• Be cautious about your disk quota, do not sweep more points than necessary,
otherwise the simulation could eat up the memory.

• Plot the amplitude of the tones and 3rd order intermodulation products versus
input power in logarithmic diagram (intercept–diagram). To get a good accuracy
with a reasonable simulation speed, choose tolerance reltol to 1e-4 inSimula-
tion>Options>Analog, according to figure 2. To increase the speed further, do
not save the currents under simulationOutputs>Save all, only ”all node volt-
ages”.

The simulation took: _______Year_______Minutes_______Seconds.

• Look at the intercept–diagram and calculate the following:Two interfering sig-
nals (well within the bandwidth of the amplifier), -20dBm input power, are mod-
eled as pure sinusoids. It is further assumed that their third order intermodulation
product happens to coincide with the desired signal frequency. How large must
the desired input signal be if it must be 10dB larger than the interfering inter-
modulation product?
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Answer: ____________________________________________________

The difference of frequencies is
highlighted if you check ’Auto Calculate’.

One should have a signal source
with a frequency name which
is known by PSS, for example F1,
frf, flo, ... If one PORT has DC signal,
it will not be listed here.

Click on one of the frequencies.

5 tones, due to lack of memory.

These buttons should not be

For our LNA we can use just

accuracy in the tolerance options.

Do not save transient analysis results

more memory and time.
for this simulation. It takes

checked, we will instead set our

stabilize one should put here
additional time before the
’Shooting Method’ starts.

for example the input power.
Here one can sweep

If the circuit needs time to

such as accuracies, etc.
We can continue setting options

Put in your sweeping parameters according
to the laboratory assistant’s
suggestions.

Figure 9: PSS form, what should you consider?
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If necesary one can
set maxstep:

Choose ’allocal’.

Choose ’gear2only’.

to 15.
Set maxiters

maxstep= 1

200freq

Figure 10: PSS Option form, for PSS .

7.2 Extra Task: PSS and PAC with interference

• Use a PSS-analysis followed by a PAC-analysis to find the gainof a small desired
signal in presence of a large interfering signal. The interfering signal should be
within the bandwidth of the amplifier with a power level 5dB above the 1dB
compression point.
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